ABSTRACT
Introduction
Multidrug resistance (MDR) is a major problem in cancer chemotherapy (1) and a number of efforts have been directed to synthesis and structural characterization of compounds that are able to modulate MDR. The best studied mechanism of MDR reversal suggests that MDR modulators act as inhibitors of the membraneintegrated transport protein P-glycoprotein, P-gp. They are supposed to interact with particular binding sites on P-gp affecting in this way its efflux function.
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Various models of P-gp functioning have been proposed (2) but none of them comes fully in grips with the vast majority of the available experimental data. Therefore, studies on structure-activity relationships and molecular modeling of MDR inhibitors can help in characterizing the putative MDR reversal receptor(s) and rational design of modulators through identification of physicochemical and structural features of primary importance for anti-MDR activity.
BIOTECHNOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT

Biomedical Engineering
In this paper a summary of a series of 3D-QSAR studies of phenothiazines and structurally related drugs as MDR modulators in human and animal tumor cell lines is presented. It is shown that hydrophobicity, alone or combined with steric and hydrogen bond acceptor fields are the most important spatial properties for the MDR reversal effect of the compounds studied. 
Materials and Methods
Results and Discussion
Those of the structures of the studied compounds that were not available in the database were built from similar x-ray structures or composed from relevant x-ray substructures (7) . A systematic conformational search was performed for the most active representatives. The local energy minima conformers were selected among hundreds of thousands of conformations using in-house version of the FAMILY program (9) . The conformations of the modulators trans-and cis-flupentixols were compared to those defined from our previous NMR studies of the same drugs in a phospholipid environment (10) . An excellent correspondence was found between theoretically derived and experimentally obtained conformations and those were selected which parameters were closest to the experimentally defined ones (11, 12) . The structures of all compounds were optimized by molecular mechanics and quantum chemistry methods. PM3 and AM1 were compared in order to decide on the more appropriate method. Similar results were obtained and AM1 was finally used to optimize the geometries and to assign charges to all structures. Two types of alignment rules were experimented to superimpose 3D-structures: (i) alignment based on the common structural skeleton of the tricyclic ring system; (ii) alignment that maximizes the common molecular shape of the studied compounds based on the RMS (root mean square) fit alignment of the centers of the aromatic rings and the basic nitrogens. This alignment corresponded to the proposed pharmacophore pattern of these MDR modulators (13) . Additionally field fit technique was experimented, based on the fit of the steric and electrostatic fields of the molecules aiming the aligned molecules to share a common global shape in space. After the conformations of the studied compounds were superimposed, molecular modeling was performed. Several dozen 3D-QSAR models were generated and compared. The best CoMFA models of phenothiazines and related compounds in the MCF-7/DOX cell line are summarized in Table  1 . The following molecular fields were calculated: steric (S) fields based on Lennard-Jones potential function; electrostatic (E) fields based on Coulomb potential function; both (B) fields that combined S and E fields. Two types of hydrophobic fields were also calculated using HINT program: hydrophobic/polar (H) and hydrophobic only (Ho). As seen form Table 1 demonstrating high predictive ability of the obtained models. The molecular modeling of phenothiazines and related compounds in P388/ADR cells was performed using CoMSIA in addition to CoMFA. It used all properties that cover the most important contributions responsible for binding -steric (Ss), electrostatic (Es), hydrophobic (Hs), hydrogen bond donor (Ds) and hydrogen bond acceptor (As), calculated as similarity indices (14) . Again the shape and RMS alignment techniques were applied. Table 2 represents 3D-QSAR models obtained for all compounds and those in the training set of 19 compounds. The test set was formed by grouping the compounds according to their anti-MDR activity into low and high active group and subsequent selection of three compounds from each group. As it is shown in Table 2 , the best 3D-QSAR models are derived with hydrophobic (Hs) and combinations of hydrophobic (Hs), hydrogen bond acceptor (As) and steric (Ss) indices. Thus the role of hydrophobic and steric properties for the anti-MDR activity of phenothiazines and structurally related compounds as identified in human cell line was confirmed. The CoMSIA approach outlined also the importance of the hydrogen bond acceptor ability. For the best of the models derived non-cross-validated models and predictive Q 2 pr were calculated ( Table 3) . The results point to high external predictivity of the models obtained. The models discussed above (Table 1, 2) use MDR reversing activity measured in human and animal tumor cell lines. Although different cell lines and reversing criteria are used, identified structural features important for MDR reversal effect of the studied compounds are similar pointing to similar mechanisms of MDR reversal by the studied drugs. In summary, 3D-QSAR models with moderate to high predictive ability were for the best crossvalidated models derived from the training set of 19 phenothiazines and structurally related MDR modulators in P388/ADR cell line. derived for phenothiazine type MDR modulators in human and animal tumor cell lines. They outlined hydrophobic, steric and hydrogen bond acceptor fields as 3D properties of primary importance for anti-MDR activity of the studied drugs. Similarity in the identified structural characteristics implies also similarity in the mechanisms of MDR reversal by the studied compounds in the human and animal resistant tumor cell lines investigated.
